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 1. PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this Standard is to prevent infringement of the current legislation on 
competition defense, guiding all InterCement's employees and administrators on how to 
direct their daily professional conduct with respect to competitor relationship. 
 
The purpose of the competition defense laws is to promote fair competition in all 
markets. Such laws prohibit adopting any conduct restricting production, innovation, or 
result in increased general price levels, detrimental to the consumers. 
 
The purpose of the laws is to ensure free competition, incentive technological 
innovation, expand the consumer's selection, and encourage lower price levels, which is 
achieved upon competitive markets. 
 
Violation of the competition defense laws generates severe penalties. They include 
fines, restriction to the sentenced company's activities, and even criminal penalties for 
the individuals involved, as informed below. 
 
Consequences for InterCement 
 
Fines: The companies violating competition rules are subject to severe fines, which 
represent a significant percentage of their revenues. 
 
Reparation for civil damages: People and/or companies harmed by violation of the 
competition defense laws, might initiate judicial action and claim financial reparation for 
the damages suffered. Such actions might be instituted upon collective claim on behalf 
of hundreds, thousands, or even millions of people, and there are already, in Brazil, 
collective actions instituted by the Public Ministry on defense of the consumers' 
interests, and other indemnification actions instituted by customers or competitors. 
 
Reputation Risk: Sentences for violation of competition rules, tend to be widely 
disclosed and generate adverse publicity to the company. Furthermore, the competition 
defense authorities have ordered that companies sentenced for violation of the 
Competition Defense Law should publish a summary of such sentence on large 
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 circulation newspapers and on their electronic sites, which further deteriorates the 
reputation of the company involved. 
 
Waste of Company's resources: The investigations for violation of the competitive rules 
result in waste of resources for a long period of time, which resources might be more 
effectively and beneficially used for the company and its employees. 
 
Prohibition of contracting with the Public Administration: The companies sentenced for 
violation of the economic order, might be prohibited of contracting with the public 
administration. This might represent non-participation in public bids promoted by any 
entity of the Public Administration, for a period of up to 5 (five) years. 
 
Loss, or non-granting of tax benefits to the company: While sentencing a company for 
violation concerning competition, the competition defense authorities might recommend 
to the tax authorities not to grant tax benefits to the sentenced company. 
 
Consequences for the individuals involved 
 
Fines: individuals that violate the competition legislation, might be sentenced to pay 
substantial fines. 
 
Criminal penalties: Individuals involved in 'cartel' practices, are subject to criminal 
penalties. The Brazilian legislation provides penalty of (i) 2 to 5 years' imprisonment, and 
(ii) fine from RS 300 thousand to R$ 7.5 million, approximately.  
 
It is clear, therefore, the importance of preventing infringements of such nature. For this 
reason, this Standard must be strictly complied with by all of InterCement's employees 
and administrators. 
 
 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Competition – It is the competition process between economic agents that operate in 
similar trade segments. 
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Free Competition – It is the market condition where the different producers/vendors of a 
given good or service, act independently before the buyers/consumers, aiming at 
achieving the target of their business. In the free competition environment, the 
companies are driven to operate efficiently, encouraging technological innovation, and 
expanding the availability of better products to the consumer. 
 
Anti-competitive Behaviors – These are acts targeting, or with potential to eliminate or 
otherwise restrict free competition, and might be broken down into two groups: Collusive 
Conduct and Excluding Conduct. 
 
Collusive Conduct – Includes agreements or covenants between competitors, for the 
purpose of effect of reducing/eliminating competition, in order to obtain undue economic 
advantages. 
 
Excluding Conduct – Includes agreements between producers/suppliers and 
resellers/distributors, for the purpose of excluding competitors upon the actual 
competitors' cost increases, or barriers to the entry of potential competitors. 
 
Competition-Sensitive Information – This is business information that might influence the 
competitors' operation in the market, i.e., strategical and confidential information 
concerning price, discounts, costs, profit margins, commercial and marketing plans, 
investment plans, and launching of new products. 
 
 
3. RESPONSIBILITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS 
 
Of the Legal Department – (i) to implement and keep updated this Standard in 
accordance with the local legislation's peculiarities; (ii) carry out the required training, for 
knowledge and assurance of compliance with this Standard; (iii) provide consulting to 
the other areas in the company, on topics relating to this Standard; (iv) define and 
supervise monitoring of compliance with this Standard. 
 
Of HR – (i) to be responsible for obtaining signature, on the documents defined by the 
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 Legal Department, of all employees and administrators, organize and maintain these 
documents with each specific employee's and administrator's data records; (ii) organize 
and ensure that all InterCement's selected employees and administrators shall receive 
the required training, which will be given by the Legal Department; (iii) organize, and 
ensure that every new employee hired, shall be duly trained; (iv) conduct communication 
processes relating to this Standard. 
 
Of the Ethics Committee – to receive information, review and convey the matters to the 
competent departments, as the case may be. 
 
Of Risk Management and Auditing – to make operational the monitoring on compliance 
with this Standard. 
 
 
4. CRITERIA AND RULES 

 
4.1. Fundamental principles of the competition defense rules 
 
In general, the competition harming practices are broken down into two large groups (i) 
Collusive Practices and (ii) Excluding Practices. 
 
The list of practices, handled below, is not exhaustive. In case of doubt, the Legal 
Department should be previously consulted. 
 
4.1.1 General Guidelines 
 
InterCement shall always act independently, with respect to its competitors, whether 
operating on private area or in negotiations with public bodies, which includes: 
 
a) Contacts with competitors 
 
Agreements or understanding between competitors, whether direct or indirect, may 
generate competition concerns and should be approached very carefully. Various 
agreements/understandings with competitors are forbidden by the Competition Defense 
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 Law and by the Law of Crimes against the Economic Order.  
 
The rules of competition law require no specific form in order that an 
agreement/understanding between competitors should be considered illicit from a 
competition standpoint. Non-written agreements (including a mere "gentlemen's 
agreement"), as well as tacit agreements, might be sufficient for featuring anti-
competition practice. Likewise, it might constitute competition illegal act, mere exchange 
of Competition-Sensitive information. 
 
Under the terms of this Standard, agreements with competitors and/or exchange of 
Competition-Sensitive information, is strictly forbidden. 
 
b) Fixing prices, production quotas and/or sales conditions 
 
Agreements between competitors, whether explicit or tacit, which directly influence price 
fixing, adjustments, discounts, production quotas and/or sales conditions are strictly 
forbidden, not only by the Competition Defense Law, but also by the Law of Crimes 
against the Economic Order. 
 
c) Allocation of clients or sales territories 
 
Are also expressly prohibited the agreements between competitors for: (i) dividing 
markets and territories; (ii) allocating sales by clients or products; (iii) controlling or 
limiting production; (iv) obstructing development of new technology; or (v) precluding or 
hindering entry of new competitors in the market. 
 
Agreements for allocation of resellers, or even agreements of "mutual respect" 
concerning the competitors' resellers' network, are also forbidden by the Competition 
Defense Law. 
 
d) Collective refusal of supply or contracting (boycott) 
 
An agreement between two, or more, competitors to refuse supply/contracting, or 
otherwise boycott a given company or individual, preventing or hindering it to freely 
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 perform its trade activities, are expressly forbidden and feature violation of the 
Competition Defense Law. 
 
As a rule, the companies are free to select their commercial partners, provided that they 
do so in independent, rather than discriminatory manner. An agreement between 
competitors particularly those detaining significant market shares, for boycotting clients 
or suppliers, opposes to the Competition Defense Law. 
 
e) Agreements for resellers' distribution  
 
Agreements between competitors for allocating resellers, or even agreements of "mutual 
respect/ concerning the resellers network of each of the companies, are also strictly 
forbidden by the Competition Defense Law, and might also feature criminal offense. 
 
f) Agreements concerning participation in public bids 
 
Agreements between competitors, in order to establish the result of a public bid, also 
features violation of the Competition Defense Law, the Law of Crimes against the 
Economic Order, and the Law of Biddings. 
 
InterCement should always act independently with respect to its competitors, which 
includes: 
 
- Never making agreements with competitors to increase or fix prices and conditions. 
- Never making agreements with competitors to split a set of bids or bidding lots. 
- Never making agreements with competitors so that they do not attend a bidding, or 
withdraw offer submitted. Likewise, never agree not to attend, or withdraw an offer, to 
favor a competitor. 
- Never making agreements with competitors for submitting "pro forma" offers, i.e., 
agreements to submit offers with unduly high prices or with recognized disqualifying 
vices. 
- Never agree to rotation with the competitors, i.e., never making agreements whereby 
the competitors alternate as winners of a specific bidding. For instance, companies A, B 
and C agree that the first bidding shall be won by company A, the second by company 
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 B, the third by company C, and so on and so forth. 
- Never making an agreement not to participate in the biddings, or give up its offer, in 
order to be subcontracted by the winners. 
 
The only exception refers to the instance whereby a formal joint venture is entered by 
and between InterCement and some of its competitors, which shall be previously 
submitted for review and approval by the Legal Department. In this event, InterCement 
shall act in such bidding upon the joint venture, which shall observe the rules listed 
above. 
 
g) Exchange of sensitive information 
 
The exchange of Competition-Sensitive Information between competitors, might also 
result in breach, under the standpoint of the competition law, and therefore must be 
avoided as much as possible. Exchange of Competition-Sensitive Information between 
competitors should only occur in the event of formal negotiations, duly validates, and in 
the way approved by the Legal Department. 
 
In this context, care should be taken on contacts or discussions with competitors, and 
discussions must be avoided, among other, concerning the following subjects: 
 
- Prices, including discounts granted to customers 
- Cost, including freight costs, taxes, and credits 
- Profit margins 
- Quotation requests and Offers 
- Customer relationship 
- Commercial plans 
- Investment plans 
- Launching of new products 
 
In the event of Merger, Acquisition and other legitimate contacts with competitors: 
 
Exchange of Competition-Sensitive Information in the context of corporate operations, 
shall also be handled very carefully, particularly if subject operation involves competitive 
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 companies. 
 
Corporate operations involving competitors (mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures) 
require special care since their conception. Clear and well delimited rules concerning the 
flow of information should be previously established. It is essential to limit the scope of 
any potential exchange of information, to that strictly required for performing the 
business. 
 
InterCement's Legal Department should always be previously informed of operations of 
such nature, so that it could guide and structure the best way of proceeding with the 
operation. 
 
Operations of this nature normally involve the need for approval by the competition 
defense bodies, therefore, even after execution of contracts, it is essential to consult the 
Legal Department as to how to proceed with respect to the exchange of information. 
 
How to behave, if the competitors approach you for dealing with Competition-Sensitive 
Information: 
 
If you are contacted by a competitor seeking an agreement or for exchanging market 
information, make it clear that InterCement forbids such type of contact and immediately 
end such discussion. Your objection should be made not only in e-mails and written 
communications, but also in telephone conversations. 
 
Remember the following rules, on contacts with competitors: 
 

Rules to be observed on contacts with competitors 
Never discuss with the competitor the 
price practiced in the market. 
 
Never discuss or agree, with competitors, 
the prices or any price component.  
 
Never discuss or agree quotation requests 

It is allowed to obtain information 
concerning prices practiced in the market, 
from customers or third parties, for 
monitoring the market's behavior, 
provided that such customers/third parties 
are not acting on behalf or at the request 
of a competitor. 
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 and offers. 
 
Never provide the competitor with the price 
list or any material/ information, wherefrom 
the competitor might have access to the 
prices practiced by the Company. 
 
Never request, or accept from a 
competitor, a list of prices practiced, or any 
material/information containing information 
about prices practiced by competitors. 
 
Never agree upon, or discuss, customer 
relationship, including division of clients or 
operating areas. 
 
Never indicate to the competitors that the 
company will follow them, if they increase 
their prices. 
 
Never discuss, or agree upon independent 
commercial plans and/or investment plans 
of the Company. 

 
It is allowed the exchange of information 
in the context of a corporate operation 
between competitors, provided that 
within the limits of what is strictly 
required for performing the business, 
and only after the Legal Department 
has approved the rules for flow of 
information, applicable to the specific 
case. 
 
In case of doubt, always consult the Legal 
Department. 
 
 

 
h) Participation in Associations, Unions, and other entities 
 
In principle, participation in associations, unions and other entities ("Entities") is 
legitimate, and by itself features no violation of the competition law rules. However, 
many illegal agreements between competitors have already been entered in the context 
of Entities, and as such, were punished by the competition defense authorities in Brazil 
and abroad. Consequently, Entities are under frequent review by the competition 
defense authorities, so that your participation in such forums should be carefully 
analyzed. 
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 InterCement's participation in Entities shall be assessed and approved by the company's 
General Director that, for such, shall consider their regular constitution and operation 
under the applicable laws of their country. 
 
InterCement's professionals shall only represent the company at meetings of Entities, 
which the Company is associated to. 
 
Discussions at the Entities' meetings 
 
It should be stressed that, the fact of a given discussion having occurred at an Entity, 
does not imply exemption of the application of the competition defense laws. Both the 
Entity and its members, including the employees of the companies attending the 
meetings where a violation of the Competition Defense Law has occurred, are subject to 
administrative and criminal investigations and the respective penalties. 
 
Thus, in order to prevent that a violation of the Competition Defense Law is featured, it is 
important that InterCement's representative does not participate in any discussion 
involving: 
 
- Pricing policies 
- Past or current biddings 
- Production or sales quotas, capacity, costs or volume 
- Discounts and promotions 
- Sales terms and conditions offered to a given customer 
- Customers' identification 
- Allocation of customers or areas 
- Refusals of contracting with other companies 
 
InterCement's participation in studies of the sector, involving data collection from the 
member companies 
 
The preparation of statistical studies and reports about relevant aspects of the industry, 
is one of the most important function of an Entity. Such exchange of information might 
result in pro-competitive effects, such as, increased efficiency, cost reduction, and 
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 increased labor safety. 
 
Many of the discussions at the unions refer to common concerns of environmental 
nature, economic trends, public policies associated to the sector, and labor issues, 
which normally represent no infringement of the economic order.  
 
However, exchange of Competition-Sensitive Information between competitors is 
forbidden. Likewise, the Entity might not prepare studies disclosing the following 
information: (i) present or future pricing policies of their associates; (ii) participation of 
their associates in past or current bids; (iii) costs of each associate's business; (iv) 
discounts and promotions made by its associates; (v) sales terms and conditions offered 
to a given customer; and (vi) identification of its associates' customers. 
 
The Entities and their members may perform studies about the general levels of historic 
prices, behavior of demand and behavior of offer. Such studies should be prepared with 
extreme care, particularly if they involve the collection and dissemination of 
commercially sensitive information, such as prices, market shares, costs, production 
levels, and estimates of market growth. It is important that such studies shall be based 
on statistical and historic data that, if presented in aggregate manner, do not allow rival 
companies to identify trends that help them to anticipate the commercial behavior of 
their competitors. 
 
Thus, it is important to observe the following rules with respect to the procedure of 
collection and dissemination of data presented to unions and associations: 
 
- Never inform the Company's data at Entity's meetings. 
- Never inform the Company's data in communications copied to employees of other 
competitive companies, even if they are acting on behalf of the Entity. 
- Ensure that the data sent by the Company is addressed to an individual of the Entity 
that has no employment bond with any competitive company;  
- Never inform the Company's present or future commercial data, provide only "historic" 
data. 
 
It is essential that the reports/studies prepared by the Entity shall observe the following 
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 rules: 
 
- Refer to "historic" data only. 
- Disseminate the information in aggregate form only. The most aggregated the 
information is, the lower is the risk of anti-competition effects. The information shall not 
allow identification of the companies' individual data or the competitors' possible 
commercial practices. 
- Keep under strict secrecy the participating companies' identification and their data. 
- Shall be available to third parties, including non-members, at a reasonable monetary 
value, if applicable. 
 
Participation of the Company in Entities that prepare price schedules 
 
In the cement and concrete market, the preparation, disclosure and implementation of 
price schedules, by Entities, feature competition illegal actions, once such schedules 
might facilitate and influence the adoption of uniform price among the competitors. Thus, 
people related to InterCement shall not participate in any discussion for the purpose of 
preparing, disclosing or implementing price schedules, even if indicative only. 
 

Rules to be observed at Entities' meetings 
Never get involved in any forbidden activity 
between competitors. 
 
Never exchange information concerning 
prices, capacity/production, sales 
conditions, or any other type of 
commercially sensitive information. 

Ensure that an agenda of the meeting is 
previously circulated to the Entity's 
members. 
 
Ensure that the minutes of the meeting 
are distributed, recorded, and signed.  
 
Be careful with respect to informal 
meetings and conversation during the 
meetings' breaks. 
 
Formally record your objection, in the 
event of activities potentially against the 
competition rules. It must be perfectly 
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 clear that InterCement representatives 
will not participate in such contacts, and 
shall demand the other people attending 
to immediately suspend the discussion. If 
the discussion is not promptly closed, 
leave the meeting, provide to be entered 
in the minutes your objection and 
withdrawal, and promptly inform the fact 
to the Legal Department. 
 
Apply the same principles to discussions 
outside the Entities (such as lunches and 
dinners). 
 
Joint discussion of technical standards in 
the industry is, in principle, normal, 
provided that based on topics of safety, 
quality, or other benefits to the 
consumers. 
 
Joint activities before authorities (such as 
discussion of legislative initiatives) are 
also legitimate, provided that they do not 
involve sharing sensitive information with 
competitors. 

 
If minutes are prepared for the meetings or works mentioned above, deliver one copy to 
the Legal Department, so that it shall keep it on file. 
 
On any situations of contact with competitors, properly fill out the fields in Record III 
(Declaration), and deliver the original copy to the Legal Department. 
 
i) Contacts with Resellers 
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 On contacts with resellers, it is expressly forbidden to set up different handling criteria 
under equal conditions, as well as to arbitrarily interfere on the conduction and 
administration of the resellers' business. 
 
Agreements concerning prices 
 
Initially, it is important to stress that the exchange of information concerning prices, with 
resellers, and agreements concerning some price components, with resellers, are 
allowed. However, imposing reselling price, or minimum reselling price, features 
violation of the Competition Defense Law. Such prohibition includes agreements to 
increase, keep, or reduce reselling prices. 
 
Thus, it must be avoided any behavior that might be interpreted as effort to demand that 
a reseller observes a given price level imposed/recommended by InterCement. 
 
Price suggestion shall be allowed, provided that not featuring imposition. If InterCement 
feels that reselling price suggestion is determinant for its commercial policy, the Legal 
Department shall be consulted. 
 
Restricting resellers or distributors to territories 
 
A company may offer its products, exclusively, via distributors and/or resellers selected 
in given territories. Generally, it is allowed that companies select resellers and 
distributors for specific geographic areas, and establish that such areas should be the 
primary serving focus. 
 
However, it shall not be precluded that such resellers and/or distributors trade subject 
product outside their territories, except in instances where the specific business 
peculiarities, and the extent of the restriction, justify such practice. Any decision 
concerning possible territorial restrictions should be first reviewed by the Legal 
Department. 
 
Restricting resellers or distributors to specific clients 
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 The limitation of a reseller's or distributor's operation to specific clients, is regulated by 
the same rules as the territorial restrictions. 
 
Many times, the producer sells to specific clients via specialized distributors. It is allowed 
to select specialized distributors for specific types of clients, and assign such clients as 
focus of primary service. 
 
Exclusiveness agreements 
 
Exclusiveness agreements entered with distributors and/or resellers, might generate 
questioning of competitive nature, if featuring raising barriers to the expansion or entry 
of competitors. Likewise, long term agreements, where a distributor obliges to acquire 
from a single seller a substantial portion, might be questioned by the competition 
authorities. 
 
The illegality, or not, of the practice will basically depend on the availability of other 
resellers/distributors in the market, which might be used by InterCement's competitors. 
 
If you wish to enter long term, or exclusiveness agreements with resellers/distributors, 
request previous approval by the Legal Department. 
 
Refusal of Supply to a Distributor or a Reseller 
 
As seen above, the Competition Defense Law establishes that refusing to contract under 
normal market conditions, might feature violation of the economic order. 
 
Always consult the Legal Department in order to adopt the best procedures, if you 
believe that InterCement shall refuse deals with a given distributor or reseller. 
 
Discrimination on prices and services  
 
The Competition Defense Law forbids discrimination of clients, resellers and/or 
distributors of the same category, for the same product, with no fair and objective 
justification (volumes engaged, existence, or not, of exclusiveness, time of contracts, 
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 equalizing competitors' prices). 
 
Thus, it is important that InterCement shall have clear rules about which requisites justify 
differentiating price conditions, tariff conditions and payment methods for different 
clients. 
 

Rules to be observed on Contacts with Distributors and Resellers 
Not fixing resale price, to distributors and 
resellers. 
 
Not fixing minimum resale price, to 
distributors and resellers. 
 
Not fixing profit margin, to clients and 
distributors, nor the discount that they 
might grant. 
 
Not demanding the resale price's adoption, 
upon threats, intimidation, notices and 
penalties. 
 
Not obliging the distributor/reseller to resell 
the company's products in a given territory 
only, and/or with exclusiveness, except in 
justified instances, and previously 
approved by the legal department. 
 
Not offering different conditions to 
resellers/distributors in the same situation. 
 
Not refusing deal with third party (client, 
supplier, partner, etc.) interest in 
contracting with InterCement, under 
normal market conditions. 

Justify always the purpose of the option 
for exclusive distribution. 
 
Justify always the differentiated treatment 
extended to a given distributor or reseller. 
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j) Unfair competition: 
 
It is expressly forbidden to practice actions deemed as unfair competition, including: 
 
- to provide, publish or disclose, by any means whatsoever, false information of 
competitor or information; 
- to imitate façades, packing, product images, internet domain, trademark, advertising 
sign or expression used by third party, for the purpose of confusing the consumer, or to 
use any other fraudulent means for deviating third party's customers for own benefit; 
- to use third party's trademark, patent, or other intellectual property, without due 
authorization; 
- to mis-advertise own products, even if by omitting essential information, which might 
lead the consumer to error; 
- to obtain, by illicit or fraudulent means, third parties' confidential information. 
 
4.2. General Guidelines to be observed on definition of InterCement's commercial 
plans and strategies 
 
Competition violations are not restricted to contacts with competitors, Entities and 
resellers, but also include adoption of commercial strategies that might cause harming 
effects to the market. 
 
a) Bound sale 
 
The Competition Defense Law forbids the practice known as "bound sale. This means 
that InterCement might not condition the supply of a given product, to acquisition of 
another product. It should be noted that offering another product is not illegal, but 
conditioning the sale of a product to purchase of another is. 
 
b) Abusive prices 
 
It is important to clarify that the competition defense authorities have no power to 
establish prices that shall be practiced in the market. However, where a company has a 
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 significant share in the market (more than 20%), the authorities are empowered to 
punish price increases that they consider to be abusive. Thus, it is important that the 
company clearly justifies its policy on price adjustments. Some justifications accepted by 
the competition defense authorities are: increase in prices of raw materials, increase in 
logistic costs, expenditures for investment in research and development, among other 
factors. 
 
c) Creation of barriers to the entry, operation, or development of competitor 
 
It is deemed as breach, against the economic order, creating barriers to the entry, 
operation, or development of competitors. 
 
Thus, it is not allowed, for instance, that a given producer enters an agreement of 
exclusiveness with the only supplier of a given raw material. Such attitude would 
eliminate any possibility for the entrance of a new competitor into the market, or even 
those existing, to stay in the market. Another example refers to encouraging the 
preparation of regulations that would unreasonably difficult the existence, or the entry, of 
new competitors. It is important that InterCement tries always to act for the interest of its 
own business, without having for such to harm the competitor. 
 
Always consult the Legal Department before executing any agreement of exclusiveness, 
whether with any supplier or customer, and before adopting any conduct that restricts 
competition in the market.  
 
4.3. Implementation and monitoring of the compliance with this Standard and the 
applicable legislation 
 
The inspection of strict compliance with this Standard, by the employees, shall include 
internal audits from time to time, steady monitoring of the implementation of market 
programs and commercial practices, and periodic revision of procedures and conducts. 
 
Telephone conversations, e-mails, faxes, and other communications using tools 
provided by InterCement, might be verified at any time. The same goes for physical and 
electronic documents of the employee and/or administrator in their working location, 
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 InterCement's vehicle, or their working tools (computers, cell phones, telephones, and 
other). 
 
Further note that there is the possibility of internal verifications being performed 
("simulated surprise investigations"), which might be carried out from time to time by the 
Audit and Risks Management, with the support of the Legal Department and external 
lawyers or auditors, for the purpose of verifying compliance with this Standard. 
 
Any InterCement's administration or employee that witnesses or identifies a situation 
that might feature violation of the economic order, shall communicate the fact to the 
Legal Department, or use the ethical line. All cases will be investigated, keeping the 
denouncer's anonymity. InterCement shall not admit retaliations against good faith 
denouncers. 
 
It is important to note that, although InterCement's monitoring shall be restricted to the 
location and the working tools, the public authorities may perform procedures of search 
and seizing at residences, private vehicles, and might order the break of telephone 
secrecy, mail, fiscal etc., and even monitor private meetings. 
 
4.4 Communication and training 
 
This Standard should be widely communicated to all administrators and employees of 
InterCement. 
 
All employees and administrators must sign the records Term of Knowledge and Term 
of Utilization of Working Tools, confirming the knowledge and assuring the compliance 
with this Standard, as well as acknowledging that the working tools and documents are 
the property of InterCement, which, at any time, might inspect them. And fill out the 
Declaration, after having participated in some meeting where a competitor is present or 
should be present. 
 
Instances of doubt concerning the content of this Standard, should be clarified with the 
Legal Department. Failure to understand any point in this Standard, shall not relieve the 
employee or administrator, of the consequences of its noncompliance. 
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All employees that are directly or indirectly involved in commercial activities, and/or have 
contact with clients, suppliers and/or competitors, must be trained from time to time, as 
to the proper utilization and application of this Standard. 
 
4.5 Mechanisms of punishment and correction of infringements of this Standard 
and the applicable legislation 
 
Suspected infringements of this Standard and the Competition Defense Law shall be 
ascertained by the Legal Department, and a committee constituted by members of the 
HR, Legal Department and Audit area for such purpose, which shall hear all parties 
involved before taking any final decision. 
 
If the infringement is confirmed, the responsible employees and/or administrators will be 
subject to internal disciplinary actions, which will be imposed by the Company taking into 
consideration the circumstances of each concrete case, notwithstanding the possible 
penalties provided in law, applicable by the public authorities. 
 
Such disciplinary actions might vary from oral warning and mandatory participation in 
recycling competition training programs, among other, up to dismissal for cause. 
 
For defining the applicable penalty, the committee shall take into consideration the 
severity of the infringement, mainly based on the following factors: 
 
- nature of the practice: if the infringement concerns this Standard only, if it constitutes 
administrative breach or crime against the economic order; 
- materialization: if the practice was, or not, implemented; 
- scope: level of effect in the market; 
- impact to InterCement's image; 
- personal advantage: if the responsible had, or would have, any benefit from the 
practice; and 
- good faith: if the responsible was conscious of the forbidden nature of the conduct. 
 
It should be noted that the disciplinary actions applied by InterCement do not limit or 
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 replace any penalties imposed by the public authorities based on the applicable law, nor 
do they eliminate the personal liability for the damages caused to InterCement. 
 
Violations of this Standard and the current legislation, will not be tolerated. 
 
 
5. ATTACHMENTS 
 
n/a 
 
6. RECORDS 
 
Record I - Terms of Knowledge and Commitment 
Record II - Terms of Utilization of Working Tools 
Record III - Declaration 
 


